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Montrose Environmental Group, Inc.  (“Montrose” or “the Company”) (NYSE: MEG) today 
announced the acquisition of Frontier Analytical Laboratories (“Frontier”), an environmental 
laboratory specializing in high-resolution gas chromatography mass spectrometry analysis of 
Dioxins/Furans, Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs), and other Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs).  
Frontier’s leadership, including  Vice Presidents Bradley Silverbush and Tom Crabtree, will join 
Montrose.  The business will be integrated into the Company’s Measurement and Analysis Segment 
and operate as part of Enthalpy Analytical, LLC (“Enthalpy”), a subsidiary of Montrose. Terms of the 
transaction were not disclosed. 
 
Frontier, formed in 2001, is comprised of a group of elite chemists/analysts who offer more than 80 
years of combined experience in providing mass spectrometry identification and quantification of 
trace level organic pollutants from a wide array of matrices. Based in El Dorado Hills, Calif., the 
Frontier team will now begin working out of Montrose’s neighboring Enthalpy laboratory. 
 
“With decades of experience, the Frontier team builds upon and strengthens our environmental 
laboratory testing business.  As environmental regulations are pushed lower and lower, adding a 
team of chemists and technicians with the ability to measure pollutants at single part per quadrillion 
(ppq) levels help Enthalpy and Montrose support our clients nationally,”  said Bryan Tyler, Senior 
Vice President of Environmental Laboratories at Enthalpy. “Similar to Enthalpy, Frontier has a rich, 
decades-long history in analytical chemistry and providing clients with high quality, timely and 
defensible data with impeccable customer service.  We are excited to have this talented team join us 
in our environmental mission.” 
 
Bradley Silverbush, Laboratory Director and Vice President of Frontier, stated: “We are excited to 
join the Montrose family and Enthalpy, a group we know well and highly respect. Together we will 
continue to provide clients high quality, timely, defensible laboratory data with unparalleled customer 
service. We’ve already begun working alongside many of our new colleagues and are eager to 
collaborate with them even more as we kick off the New Year.” 
 
Link to original press release: 

https://montrose-env.com/montrose-environmental-group-acquires-frontier-analytical-laboratories/  
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